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Lékaři z Womack Army Medical Center, Fort Bragg, v pátek řekli, že

klony nelegitimního prezidenta Josepha R. Bidena a Dr. Anthonyho

Fauciho jsou nedokonalé, a pokud by nechali své klonovací válce

naživu, byly by zjistitelné pod přísnou kontrolou.

Jak bylo oznámeno dříve, americké speciální jednotky našly a zničily

klonovací laboratoř Deep State v Missouri Ozarks. Před zhroucením

struktury vzali důkazy, včetně neživých klonů Josepha Bidena a Dr.

Anthonyho S. Fauciho.
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Mrtvé klony byly okamžitě odeslány do Fort Bragg, pevnosti White

Hat, k analýze. Lékařský personál tam studoval epidermis klonu

Fauci a porovnával jeho kůži s fotografiemi, které o Faucim pořídili

zaměstnanci GITMO, když poprvé dorazil na Guantánamo Bay.

Všichni zadržení GITMO jsou vyfotografováni nazí od hlavy až k patě

a je jim odebrána krev. Krev je kontrolována na důkazy o očkování

proti sraženinám – protože většina Deep Staterů tvrdí, že jsou

očkovaní, ale nejsou – a Adrenochrom.

Fauci, který šel do GITMO v dubnu, měl 1” kruhové mateřské

znaménko na levém stehně, zatímco klon ne. Měl také mateřské

znaménko na pravé lopatce, ale klon ne. Dospělé zuby obou klonů

nebyly plně vyvinuty – chyběly jim horní i dolní druhé stoličky;

zdravotnický personál nenašel žádné známky extrakce. Navíc klony

Biden a Fauci měli ploché nohy, stav, kdy se klenby na vnitřní straně

chodidel zplošťují, když je na ně vyvíjen tlak. Měli normální genitálie,

řekl zdroj z kanceláře generála Davida H. Bergera Real Raw News.

„Toto je z předběžné zprávy. Ještě nebyly vypreparovány. Je zřejmé,

že se jedná o jemné abnormality a člověk by opravdu potřeboval

vědět, co má hledat, aby poznal rozdíl mezi klonem a skutečným

Mckoyem. Doufáme, že se brzy dozvíme více,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuju. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2
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(Návštíveno 24 674krát, dnes 327 návštěv)

 

If cloning is real then the body/machine is created but not the

Eternal Self that uses the body the relatively short time we are in this

life. So how do they do that and who uses it?

Humans are supposed to have a life expectancy of 150 years… far

from the 80 years we are used to.

 
The 80 years is because we are poisoned as soon as we come out to

life with injection of all sort and all being done secretly away from

prime eyes and this pattern will continue several time during our life

time under the guise of “for your health” or “for your protection”.

 
It is suppose tro exist technologies hidden from us who are capable

to fix & restore as new the entire organic system that we are made of.

 
as example, a Military injured at war who loss a leg could see his leg

growth back as new and being back to a normal life within a day

without any surgery or convalesce needed… all would be made using

Energy, Frequencies & Vibration… as simple as it sound but way

more complex than it sound.

 
Great things are coming once the commies, Traitors & sympathizers

will be taken out of the current picture…

The truth about everything “government” is a dark comedy, isn’t it?

The parallel communities that are popping up are attracting my

interest. I believe the past is being left behind in order for we normal

people to move into the future experiences awaiting our species.

They cannot create the Eternal Self that uses ones body. So IF they

clone a body/machine they have nobody to drive it and no means to

connect one to it. Even at 150 years that is not that long in the

scheme of things in our universe that has been around billions of

years or much longer for all we know.
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Clones are indeed soulless and/or occupied by once disembodied

spirits (demons) that roam the earth.

Wrong, or better said, in correct. Spirits are COLLECTIVES, built by

groups of like minded individuals. Individuals have SOULS, the more

lives lived, the Individual then builds their own SPIRIT. Now,

SPIRITS, as a Collective, say like BIRDS. One RACE, in The 1

Species. The over all, BIRD, has different Races, within the Race,

these too, are SPIRITS. The left over ENERGY OF THE LIVING

“thing”, or to be RESPECTFUL TO ALL, the LIFE FORM. Expand

upon what has been taught, and remember, the machines lie, they’re

“programmer” is a liar, so it lies too. Now, if a clone is made, they can

invoke/command, the same Soul, to occupy the new body,

frequencies are used like locks. Every Self-Aware Atom/SOUL, is

UNIQUE!! Now, I “woke up” and MAGNETICALLY, and verbally,

STOPPED that process from happening, as it had been. A lot of

“Hollywood” are now stuck in their REAL bodies, and can’t do the

“alter ego” stolen identity, live action movies anymore. Tough shit!! I

Am a REAL SPACE MARINE, a SPARTAN!!! Older than 99.99% of

“hoooomanity” can comprehend. Full Transparency!!!!! Plus, the

“alien” scum bags, stealing gene seed, STFB!!!

 

Much, much, much longer. My personal ANASHIC MEMORIES,

predate SELF-AWARE ATOMS, and can only be measured in

SYMBOLS, ERAS, EONS, INFINITIES. Think, if a blank sheet of

paper (pure white, absence of color-ie… no experience) is written

upon by an uncountable number of “hands” or in every HUE, of

color, then what’s the “pure” WHITE, become??? Hmmmm???

BLACK, the Presence of ALL COLOR. My “origins” as a SOUL, a Self-

Aware, SOUL, began as a PARTICLE, not an ATUM!! You spell it

now, as Atom, they too, are SELF-AWARE, 33% Are NOT!!! DAH!!!

The Past, is listening and LEARNING, is the PRESENT??? Hmmm,

The FUTURE is WATCHING!!!! More EYES in EVERY SKY, than

“hooomawnz”. More ANTS, GRASS HOPPERS, and YES, BATS, than

“hooomawnity”. Continue SUPPRESSING the TRUTH, to WAR
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HAMMER, and D&D, it’s my TIME LINE, “hoooomawnz”, I AM a

DWARF, my friends are ORC. When did Wi go “extinct”??? Just

asking for every WARRIOR, that’s NEVER, been “dead”??? Go fight,

and come home to pricks, that smoozed up to OUR OMEGAS???

WTF!!!! Continue “thinking” Hell has no “fiery” as the Mother

Scorned”, You idiot forgot, She married SHIVA, a FUCKING

TREANT!!! I KNOW, how SOULS ARE MADE, and I KNOW, how

SPIRITS are made, and NO OBE/ONE, is TEACHING THE TRUTH.

Stumbling along with 99% bs, and .1% Truth/Faith, and .99% “be

lief”, NATURE DID THIS, since “hooomawnity” is “gaawd” and $$$$

is the only “pooooower” “gaawd” has. Procrastination, that’s all I see.

I Know my opinion doesn’t “matter”, but I OWN ALL MATTER!!! It

has the same RIGHTS, as every other SELF-AWARE MATTER!!!

Make sense??? DAH!!!

 

im going on 860 trillion years, in this husk. At least that’s what I’m

Telepathically being told!!

WindGhost we can actually have a lifespan even longer than that. Do

you ever wonder why we grow up, have kids, take care of our parents,

die young, just as we are starting to gain in awareness and have some

sense? Jabs and pollutants and medical tyranny end our lives just as

we are starting to be free and gain awareness and get going. It is all

over before it has really begun. Why? Because many technologies

have been withheld from us. Technologies that rightfully belong to us

and enhance our lives in every way shape and form. Cloning is a drop

in the bucket, albeit a big one. This is why we are told we can’t handle

the truth. The tech is being kept by the opposition. This is why we are

told we have to wake up, so we blame each other instead of

demanding the life-enhancing technologies…or even being aware of

them! Cloning though, is a DS tech that we would never want. Yes,

WindGhost we need to get those treacherous buggers out of the

picture so we can have quality lives and you are surely right about

that. They want us to die young and unaware I am thinking.
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Last edited 2 hours ago by Windtalker

Uh, excuse me… the Scripture say man will live up to 120 years. Who

came up with the 150 years old thing?

Scripture also says the Earth is only 6,000 years old. Sometimes the

Scripture is just wrong. Use your BRAIN.

They say many books of the bible have been kept from us by the Deep

State? Cabal. If so, I wonder what we would learn if we were given

access to the complete bible.

Psalm 90:10 As for the days of our life, they contain seventy years, Or

if due to strength, eighty years, Yet their pride is but labor and

sorrow; For soon it is gone and we fly away.

Where did you get the figure 150 years of life? Father Jesus said to

Noah that his “progeny” (grandchildren) and all future humans

would live to 120 years until the end of time. Father Jesus says HE

buried Moses at age 120, and Joshua died prematurely at age 110

years because of an illness, and Elijah did not die, but lifted into the

Heavens alive. There are others Father Jesus cites of dying at 120

years of age, too. Just saying, what is your source of information?

Heard they use trauma based compartmentalization where they split

a persons consciousness which is then downloaded onto some sort of

external device and then uploaded into the duplicate so it has the

same life-experiences and personality as the original. I don’t know

what happens with the original.

I agree – IT’s great news to start – Cloning will never show one’s life

realities.

 
There will be always different physical attributes but we must also

know that there will be mental differences that only living life

brings…

 
Now imagine that the clone will be made into a 3D image and use our

great computers of today to use those images as CGI and enhance it
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with AI…

The possibilities are endless on a computer screen.

 
We have taken a person LIVE on TV and morphed into another

person live on screen while talking…

 
Just food for thought…

 
Gen. Berger & Smith pay attention here – Time to hire the best

GEEKS/NERDS in this field…

If research and look up Dave Chappelle cousin, they insist that the

comedian was cloned and then killed when he came back from Africa

after he fled for some “executives” pressuring him about his show.

Research Dave Chappelle cloned. Also, the rapper B.O.B said wait

until you find out about the cloning labs. Haven’t heard much from

him lately.

Thanks be to God for His one of a kind creations. It is good to know

they (clones) are physically detectable. Thanks Michael for all you do.

Even the masked doubles have visible differences. It is interesting

how many mismatches there are on the surface, but those things

would not normally be seen by anyone in the day to day exposure as

they wear clothes in public…. Look forward to hearing how much else

they will discover when they do the deeper analysis after the

autopsies.

I don’t think it occurs to most people that someone could be a clone,

so they wouldn’t even notice visible differences. Or, if so, they might

attribute them to lighting, or something else. I know countless

numbers of people who haven’t an inkling that “Biden” isn’t Joe

Biden, despite the fact that the two men don’t look at all alike.

I had a huge crush on Paul McCartney in 1964. A couple of years

later, he just didn’t look that good to me anymore. The reason? He

died and was replaced by a double, whose personality was so

abrasive to the other Beatles that they broke up.
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William Shepherd was a very able musician in his own right, looked

quite a lot like the famous Paul, but he was never ever as skilled as

Paul McCartney. RIP Paul.

I know, Susan! My sister and I have talked about that in recent years!

The replacement Paul ( many call Faul) was just not very appealing.

Susan, you might enjoy the video essay on Episode 34 concerning the

Cabal war on American Rock and Roll by the British Invasion. Click

on my name.

The real Paul McCartney loved driving fast … he ran into a truck and

died upon impact. It’s said the Beatles were created by CIA, so, they

replaced Paul. John couldn’t tolerate the fake Paul and quit the band.

CIA murdered John.

They need to find out how they start if your DNA was taken then you

may have a clone somewhere.

Is’nt it crazy ? When will it stop , when will it all be exposed ? I have

been researching info for last 8 years or so , found out a lot of things..

It is obvious to me , not the real joe .. My family / friends think I am

crazy ,

We need fast action now. Its been over two years this needs resolving

in a a few months or the deep state will just manoeuvre and counter

Off subject: The U.S. is a dictatorship now. Confirmed on what

happened with the $1.7 trillion bill that just passed the House. There

is provision in the bill hidden of course that allows the feds to take

firearms from anyone for no reason. No due-process either.

Republicans are now the controlled opposition.

 
White hats have to step up the pressure and start mass arrests.

Sure… they can have the end that the bullet comes out! Better bring

shovels… many!
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what happend to the BANKRUPT United States Corporation to

which all these fakes in Congress now report??? Where is the REAL

United States Of America that is not beholden to its debtors in Vat,

British Throne,Rothies??? Is this all just a BIG LIE.. led by the

drooling scoundrel Mitchie CCP and CHOW CHOW btich.

And this is why that filthy, sick, child-raping, child sex-loving, child-

porn-watching bribetaking traitor and that drunken lush speaker and

the adulterous whore VP S-U-R-R-E-N-D-E-R-E-D our beautiful flag

to his fellow paedophille-[roptecting, biolab-protecting, Nazi-loving,

drag queen dancing twat!!

I agree. I really dislike this actor’s guild, where we’ve got people

playing other people. Enough, already. Believe me, if the sheeple

could notice the drama unfolding all around them, we would have

been able to get through to them. We could not. They’ve doubled

down on shots & stupid.

I wonder I the military used any satellite imagery or electromagnetic

Signature of That site. That might match other cloning sites.

I read that Space Force took over all military Satelite operations and

I thought Space Force was under white hat control. Is this not

correct?

What do the white hats control? Nothing! IRS..nope, Fed Reserve…

nope, military… nope, congress… nope, courts… nope, presidency..

nope, msm… nope, social

 
Media… nope, big tech..nope, big pharma… nope, hospitals and

pharmacies… nope…. Into infinity!! The only thing they control is

maybe NOPE!

“ All GITMO detainees are photographed nude head to toe, and have

their blood drawn. The blood is checked for evidence of clot shot

vaccinations—since most Deep Staters claim to be vaccinated but are

not—and Adrenochrome.”
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Excellent work, Michael, keep it up!!

It never crossed his mind that this sci-fi stuff could be a reality. Many

people are like that, thinking it only comes from books and movies

and TV. Berger’s not bad for thinking that way and neither are they

Wait until he finds out about Jack Pruitts jump rooms at camp hero

out in Montauk.

There is still no indication that the clones had informed adult brains.

The ones described were dead.

Humans take almost 26 years for their brains to mature, and almost

all of that time has been spent ‘learning’, that is programming the

brain to function in a super complex world. It is inconceivable that a

brain raised to adulthood in a vat would have any ability to function

beyond infant level.

The almost certain probability is that these clones are grown for

replacement parts for failing organs in the deep-state host. There is

not a chance in hell that these clones could get out of a vat and start

operating at high-stakes political levels.

I mentioned earlier about a movie from 2005 called “The Island” and

according to Simon Parkes and other geniuses this is the most

accurate film about cloning ,in the movie their memories are

enhanced that they think they are the real person

Drone a human or a human clone with a VRIL consciousness. The

proboscis from the Vril enters the human’s eye and attaches to the

human’s brain. The human soul is then brain dead and the Vril lives

on as the parasitic host (if a normal human then they live the entire

soulless life; if a human clone, then those wear out much quicker and

experience a shortened but preferential life compared to their

underground cavern dwelling natural habitat). Vril are more

reptilian brained and are like a “stupid” human or an easily

controlled human (much lower IQ).
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Ever hear of the “black eye” club? The black/blue eye is a result of the

Vril’s proboscis entering the eye socket and entering the brain. Mitch

McConnell is one of them (remember a couple of years ago when his

face, lips, hands were all black and blue also including himself in the

“black eye” club?). Beaten within an inch of his life if he did not

comply. He is not acting on his own. He is being controlled to

implement their agenda.

That is how it works. That is how they control more than 70% of the

government. Blackmail, extortion, physical mafioso type bullying…

and VRIL DRONING (and cloning when the real human is killed off).

Politicians, celebrities, musicians, high net worth financiers in the

mammon worshiping world. Once you get past $10 Million Net

Worth they come looking for you to make a deal with the devil to get

your blood/DNA so they can clone you and abuse you as they please

while you sleep…

Research Vril droning and Donald Marshall cloning center

experience.

Last edited 2 hours ago by Wilkins

Their brains are enhanced with a microchip which carries all of the

information from the previous human, which means they would have

had to completely scan the brain while the original was alive.

Maybe part of the movie. Maybe one reason for him leaving. I am not

sure what to believe anymore.

And just what is it that we “know” about cloning? Is a body/machine

the Eternal Self that survives physical death after relatively short

time in this life? Who is it that uses a cloned body (if really happens)

and how are they “connected” to it?

don’t know if it’s a clone..heard it is an actor ( maybe more than one )

James Wood ? Stuart Roger ?
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This is like being stuck in a bus station during a blizzard and the only

things that the public address system advises you of are fleet oil

changes, tire rotation, drivers’ birthdays, time & temperature. Mr.

Baxter’s reports had been essential to the picture of the world that I

had assembled. Without his reports my situation appears hopeless.

But lately, there is just no meat on the bones and I am sucking the

thin air of hopium.

Being everyone DNA different such skin, blood, hair , saliva. An

everyone has a different bone an muscle structure, finger print, eye

retina, Heat body pattern , voice pattern, body electrical frequency

unique to themselves. Then , I would assume their could never be a

exact duplicate of anything. So, a AI super computer technology

could always detect a fake from a real individual . That’s, by a simple

mathematical, body heat, sound , movement, an other visual an

listening observation .

Even how fast the body cells are replaced during the growth pattern .

That alone would give it away. But, the best way ,an easily detectable

is from body heat patterns .

The Fat content would be different for sure . Plus, The Ears, nose,

eyes, lip, chin , forehead would never mathematically line up . Think

about it .

Merry Christmas to you, Michael! I’m graters for your reports and

very much looking forward to more in 2023.

The cloning discussion is interesting. Wondering how many facilities

and clones we’ll find, and how many are out there now making

decisions and running our world?

And btw, Michael, I sent you a note about advertising on this site but

have never heard back from you or your team. Would love to discuss

that with someone…
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Not sure if that would be a good idea…..leaving locative info might

put someone in danger.

I heard there were clones but it’s mind blowing how these are created

in living form. If these aren’t real people, how do they have the

persona, look and voice of their, now dead original self?

 
Tom Hanks is dead, and has been for some time. However new film

releases with him as the main star are happening. A new one opens

in the New Year. How can a clone act, and act so well, just like the

original Hanks. Is clone Hanks a paedophile too? This clone Hanks

goes on live interviews. How can this be? Can someone explain this

to me please.

Clones have to have handlers. When someone famous is walking and

the area is roped off and some prechosen person is asking a

prescripted question to give the impression of spontaneity but its

not. Does anyone remember Hillarys clone reaction to the

unexpected drop of the baloons?

Everything we know about childhood learning tells us that brains

learn through experience, starting with learning to recognize

mother’s face, or toys suspended over their crib. Then how to reach

for things, turn over, crawl, stand, walk, etc etc. The next few years

are learning to handle the physical body, how to recognize facial

expressions, how to learn the alphabet, the number system, the

names of things, how to play simple games, then 12 to 20 years of

school education.

It is beyond credibility to believe that a brain in a body grown in a vat

would just automatically ‘know’ things. It would take as long, or

longer, for the clone to learn everything as it takes a young child.

The only thing that really makes sense is that these clones are grown

for replacement parts, for hosts whose organs are failing.

This is all very interesting, but seems to be a great distraction from

the real issues of the war we are in.
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Judy, regarding Tom Hanks, I wish to refer you to Episode 19 of Fix

America entitled: “Was the Matrix a Movie or a Beta-Test? Multiple

Actors Switched with the Ones Credited for their Role. Would the

Public Notice?” Just click on my name.

Guess an artist/performer clone is expected to come up with new

material whichit can’t do—-So they’ll need a handler that can create

in the style of the original so they can still make the big Hollyweird

bucks

Guess an artist/performer clone is expected to come up with new

material which it can’t do—-So they’ll need a handler that can create

in the style of the original so they can still make the big Hollyweird

bucks

They said they have a brain chip that all the original info is

downloaded on–So they act-talk-and know all that the original did–I

heard Elon Musk say once that he had a chip in his brain–wonder if

he is the original–It would be scary to be so smart–They will steal all

his technology then off him like they did Nikola Tesla–He says they

are following him and his kids now–They are probably wanting that

chip from his head so they can download it somewhere–Yes amazing

all what has gone on behind our backs while we were so busy

working our whole lives–That’s the way they planned it..I heard once

that they have been cloning people since 1968

Maybe the chinese got that problem sorted out with robitic parts

added to their super soldier clones

OMG…Cloneing is a big surprize?????? How dam stupid can ya be??

You pic up someone and they are on tv a day

later….Example….pelosi..she is in Gitmo but was seen a few days ago

kissing Zelinski ass and giving him a hero flag!!! I always wonder

WHY Trump, Berger and military would not pic up the doubles or

shoot them on sight????
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There are scenarios which the doubles act out to wake up sleepers…

much of the ridiculousness will be reversed when Biden is out.

Now we can understand the biblical parable about the wheat and the

weeds…

 
“Did We not plant good seed here? How then these weeds?”

“An enemy has done this….”

Maybe something like ‘bacta’ but that is fictional and was first seen

in use in ‘EPISODE V’ (1980), the world famous sci-fi film with the

world famous ‘reveal’ near the end of that film.

In real life, that scene was surely shot ‘on the cheap’ with Mark

Hamill underwater in a large upright tube wearing a noseclip and a

loincloth with a ‘futuristic’ looking SCUBA regulator in his mouth so

he could breathe. They probably used waterproof pool-grade lights at

the bottom out of ‘frame’ and unseen with colored filters over them

(or done ‘right’ and made out of colored glass) to make the water

look slightly pinkish. They did a good job to hide the wire harness he

was in–he was hauled up at the end of that scene without swimming

up in any way. They likely used some SERIOUSLY strong see-

through ‘fishing line’ attached to the harness he wore hidden by the

loincloth.

The military at Gitmo are now wondering of course whether they

have been executing clones or real humans.

But surely it would still take many years to clone someone? Are

people understanding the limits here? Even if these clones are built

at ten-times the speed of normal human development it would take 7

years someone to look like they are 70 years of age. I really find it

hard to believe – it sound to sci-fi – who really knows what is going

on, and the possible workings?

It’s fantasy. “Cloning” as described is not possible. Ask any high

school biology student
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Sm0key St0ver is a troll turd DF. Only here to sow doubt and be an

idiotic PITA to the normal folks on here.

Plus, it can sometimes become the work of a lifetime to develop

emotions and to understand them.

This is why we don’t have clones of hundreds of people…though I

have heard an adult appearing clone now only takes 5 mos to grow.

I have to wonder if any of the cell-line donors has ever visited his, or

her, own personal organ bank face to face behind that glass wall. I

wonder if they would have mixed emotions about sacrificing their

cloned selves, peacefully asleep in a slumber vat, for repair parts. Or

perhaps they can do this because of personal lack of empathy.

I have heard there were clones but I’ve never seen hard proof. How

many of us have? I can appreciate the generals reluctance.

I don’t agree…Gen. should have researched what he was told by

whistle blowers so many times. We might be furthur ahead now.

It is suggested that what you saw in the music video was her clone.

Draw your own conclusion. Blessings,

Something , that sadly would probably give them away as a clone . Is

the quickly dying, decaying ,tissue giving them bad breath, an

terrible gas ( Farts ) !

Okay, bad humor an sadly my guess is it’s probably true. Think about

the gastrointestinal track .

There was a person who was describing a form of reincarnation that

described birthmarks as a mark of some past life trauma. Like

Gorbachas big birthmark on his head could have been where he was

killed by a blow to the head in a previous life. If true then the clone

did not experience that trauma as they are a physical copy with none
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of the original’s spiritual history and would not generate the

birthmarks of the original. At this point with all that has been

discussed over the last few years you could almost believe anything.

Wouldn’t it be wonderful if our high tech extraterrestial Space Force

Alliance friends could use their technology and shut down/turn off

all the clones at once.

Pardon me,Michael for being the Grammar Police,but McCoy is

spelled with a capital “C” and not a “K” .

Good to hear that clones are imperfect!

I might know the reason for all these sightings of cryptids. Such as

big foot, dog-man, Jersey devil, Lizard-man and all the rest. The

three day of darkness, a Catholic prophecy of death and doom for

sinners. During this time Catholics are told

 
to stay indoors and close all windows. Everybody caught outside

during this time will supposedly be killed. I suggest that is the reason

for the proliferation of these cryptids is to take out the sinners, As a

judgement from the lord. This is only opinion. But you are

forewarned

During this Christmas season . We should have something to be

thankful for ,even if it’s not much. Because, someone somewhere

would give anything for what we take for granted every day . So,

don’t forget to thank Jesus Christ for his gift of life an example of

how to live life . Holy Spirit for the breath of life an his many gifts.

Our, Heavenly Father for making everything possible for us as his

children . That’s through being adopted by his son’s sacrifice on the

cross for us . Plus, all your brothers an sisters through that act on the

cross. I love all of y’all . Especially, the Father, Son, Holy Spirit

(Trinity)! Merry Christmas ,an a Happy New Year to one an all !

(John 3:16, Lord’s Prayer, Keep the Ten Commandments, Revelation

end times, all important to read, mediate on, pray about! )
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Thanks and lest we forget the reason for the season, Jesus. Without

Christmas, all the Bible prophecies concerning Jesus will not

fulfilled. Blessings,

Well, if it is true that they can be identified can we wipe out the ones

who are signing 1.7 T spending bills and void everything they’ve ever

done? Compare signatures, fingerprints, etc.

 
And how about those dopplegangers?

It doesn’t matter how many clones are destroyed or body doubles

arrested this feces show continues until the elusive “white hats” do

something publically to show the “normies” what is going on. Until

that happens it’s no better than a fictional novel.

Are we actually getting somewhere? Are we going to get these

b******s after all? [wringing hands] Kind of sounds like.

Wow…not surprised at the flaws. They didn’t think anyone would

look that close. Such evil from the demons!! Fauci is dead. The fake

Fauci has trouble answering questions. The DS demons are crafty but

their evil lies are coming unraveled!! Who had the “pleasure” of

photographing Nancy Pelosi in the raw?? Thank you Lord for

opening the eyes of General Berger and President Donald Trump so

they will know who and what they are battling!!

Trump has known about all of this from inception. The Military has

known. The White Hats are the ones that contacted President Trump

asking him to run for President. The plan that is unfolding has been

in play since 1963.Many things that are ‘taking place today’ have

alread occurred and are just now being revealed. It is important to

remember, as Prez45 has stated many times, WE ARE WATCHING A

MOVIE. The plan in unfolding as it should.

If you go back and watch Biden’s clone in action he can be confused

and seems to lose cognitive association to words and how to

pronounce them. They also appear to have dead eyes, no real life in
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them. The mask must be to hide facial movements that are not

accurate, I assume.

It seems pushing them mentally especially with fast conversation or

complex topics they are not programmed for can solicit the above

behaviors. Abnormal actions on our part can also uncover confusion

and improper reactions. They may be remote controlled and

provided answers which may give greater responses, but frequency

jamming should stop those transmissions, likely WIFI or Blue Tooth.

The delayed responses may be more obvious in actions we perform

that are out of the norm like inverted hand shakes or fist bumps,

even hugs from someone that is suppose to dislike them. The

controller will be confused on how to act dropping what should be an

appropriate response like disgust.

I am sure others can break this down. Computers are logical and can

calculate faster than us, but they are not smarter than us. Once the

logic stops the computer fails every time.

For the remote control it is hard to maintain a puppet at a distance.

With out instructions I assume the clone simple stops moving

waiting for the next instruction set. That means a change of venue

would be very troubling.

Poland, an other countries have waken up an took back there

countries to stop immigration an satanic people out of power in their

countries. Yet, we’re waiting on only the marines to do everything for

us here in the great USA . I wonder how bad it’s got to go before we

wake up an take it all back. My personal opinion is each state , county

, or province! Needs to evict all illegal immigrants that never been

vetted along with their drug Cartels. An leave the union to take back

their area if the state of union keeps failing us . With the mass illegals

, criminal drug Cartels , an satanic people running our areas an

brainwashing our family to blindly follow Satan . If other countries

can take their countries back by standing together an kick them

criminal ,Satanic people out. Then maybe we need to also. Either by
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taking control in small areas then bigger areas . What did they do in

biblical days! How many times did they turn their cheeks an do

nothing relying on someone else to do it . United we stand or we will

fall . Just my opinion if the marines are supposedly the only ones

doing anything .Then why can’t we help them speed up taking our

freedom back. That’s before it’s all gone waiting for someone else to

do something. WWGIWGA !

Last edited 3 hours ago by Mikee

I’m not in anyway saying we need to act like antifa , BLM,

movements. Because we’re better than those violent groups that the

CIA apparently helped to destroy things, steal, an take life’s .

Meanwhile, the innocent J6 prisoners went to prison without a trial

for basically doing nothing other than their constitutional rights . All

I’m saying is other countries stood together an didn’t have to result

to violence because there’s power in numbers! Some of those

countries don’t own weapons so they stood together to take

everything back with numbers as the best non violent weapon , large

crowds. Obviously, if the marines are the only ones doing something

. That’s with apparently primitive weapons an basic intel then maybe

they need help from non violent protesters. Not like BLM, or Antifa

CIA back violent groups. WWGIWGA !

They should be looking into a guy by the name of Donald Marshall –

Donald Marshall Revolution .com – and find out if on the level and

where the centre is that he boasts about ???????

Last edited 3 hours ago by Pastor Kevin

Clones are not real. Especially clones coming out of tubes of liquid

goo in secret underground labs. Return to reality, people. You can’t

be this ignorant of basic biology.

They are showing they can grow a human ear on a pig about 10 years

ago why can’t it be feasible to create clones? The biology we are

taught is not the biology they are using. Remember, the deep state
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globalists control the politicians, who control the education system,

who teach us our biology studies.

Last edited 3 hours ago by Rodnryl

Your understanding of ‘basic’ biology is intentional brainwashing

limiting your ability to think outside the box. You only know what

they want you to know.

I would bet $200.00 cash that the individual who recently

photographed Nancy Pelosi naked is now under the supervision of

the Military psychiatrist and psychologist for “post traumatic naked

Nancy disorder.”

OWD

How many times in the last few years have we been told we will

eventualy be able to “download” our memories and personalities into

a computer program. If they are telling us about it now then they

have had the technology for years. That would explain how a clone

could just “walk into” your life as if they were you. If they can

download they can upload too. That would explain Hollywood

making the movie “The Stepford Wives” back in 1972. Isn’t one of the

Globalists agendas is to show or tell us what they are doing in order

to gain more spiritual power.

Last edited 3 hours ago by Rodnryl

 

 


